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RECENT RESULTS IN THE THEORY OF THE THREE-NUCLEON SYSTEMS

J. L Friar

Theoretical Division

Los Alamos National bboratory

Los Alamos, NH 87545 USA

JNTRODUCTION

The few-nucleon problem plays a comparable role in nuclear physics to the few-

electron problem in atomic physics. The relative simplicity of treating tha

interactions of only a few bodies allows us to solve the Schrodinger equation with a

much greater degree of accuracy than we can attain for the case of ❑any bodies.

Precise measurements and accurate calculational technique for H-1ike and He-1ike

ions permit fine details in those atomic spectra (such as the kb shift) to be

studied, Recencly, for example, the Mb shift in He-1ike Uranium was measiured /1/

for the first time. The interpretation of this result relies upon detailed and

precise calculations of the energy levels of that system.

Llhile nuclear phyalcs experiments and calculations are rarely an precise as

those of atomic physics, conaiderabla prograss ham bmen mado ●nd continues to be

made in our ur.darstanding of the few-nucleon systems, which ●re tho testing ground

for riew ideas and machanismm in nuclear physicm, Much of thf- ~rogresti stems from

improved calculmtional ●bilities, which haa l~d in turn to consideration of

interesting (but relatively mmall) phynical ❑echanisms contributing to the

properties of the trinucloons (and other nuclei). B9fOra treating in detail such

phonomma as ❑eson.oxchango currents, ralaclvistic conactlons, three-body forces,

and sllbnuclcar dcgroos of froadom, one ❑ust hav, control over rho baoic process IJf

calcu:iating Schrodln&er ●lgsnvaluaa ●nd elgonfunctiona, This control seams now to

be largely in hand, ● t least for ths trinucl~on bound states,

Few.nucleon physics is such a rich and divorso f~ald that only a small subset

of topics can ba raviawed hara, l)ther rmaults ●nd topics will ba strasaed by ot}l~r

~pmakers, I will concentrate on calculational r~nults obtain~d by the Lou Alnmo%-

Iowa Faddeev gr.upjzi (LAN) ●nd on related calculatlans, Host of our interest hag

centered on the ‘Ho ●nd ‘H gromd statcc, including tha tffacts of the Coulomb

interaction betwaen the two protons in the formr, Very rec~ntly, ● now member IIf

OIIK group (Joe Carlson) hat ❑ad~ some axclclng progress in treating tha nlpha

parficle/3/ I will also discus- zero.energy n-d and p-d scactnrlng and our

improved understanding nF tho scaccerlng lengths for these systems, Illarlditioll !,)
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detailing results of our calculations I will attempt to provide simple physical

pictures for these results, where possible.

~

A wide variety of ca’.culational techniques exist for solving the Schrodinger

equation,
/3-7/

including the Raleigh-Ritz variational technique , the hyperspherical

harmonic expariaion/8-‘/, the Green’s function Monte Carlo method (GFMC)/7,10/, and

/11.~~,~
the Faddeev procedure’ All of these have been used for the t~inucleon bound

states and for the a-particle. The august variational technique provides a rigorous

upper bound for the energy, but does not generate a wave function whose quality

matches that bound. Morzover, it is often not applied in a constructive manner;

that is, it 1s not always clear how to systematically improve the wave function in

order to lower the energy. For simple potentials, those without spin and isospin

depend~nce (i.e., identical central forces for all nucleons), this technique :an be

extremely effective, This remark applies to all of the above ❑entioned ❑ethods /4/

The introduction of spin-dependence in genaral, and a ecrong tenmor force in

particular, can significantly alter the convergence properties of the first three

methods, which must be evaluated on a case by caae bamis. Nevertheless, their

lmplemantation for the a-particle is not ❑uch ❑ora difficult than for the trlton,

which contraats strongly with the Faddeev ●pproach. /14/

The GFMC ❑ethod is an old technique /10/ which ia enjoying a resurgence /’3,7/: ~=

ia “exact” in principle within tho Monta Car?.o sampling errors, The “wuve function”

generated by this procedure is a random sample of points over the nuclear Hilbert

space, which can be viewad as tho repreaencatlon of tha ●xact wave function by a set

of 6.functLons. The Schrodinger equation Ln (imaginary) time, r, is Integrated

Eo-ard with small tima steps trom an initial sarmplo, aTII: components of excfted

stmta wave functions (~nergy, En) decay ●xponantially with increasing ri,uc

[-exp(-(En-Eo)r)], leaving only the ground stats componant wlt!i cnorgy E. rhts

procodurc convergas to tho low~st ●nergy stac~ of th~ Hamiltonlan ~ v~ of

tho s~etry of that stat. und~r particle Lnterchangt, The general prernumptinn Ls

that (for Formlonl) tho totally eymmstric state, rather than the totally

antisymmatrlc state, lie- lowest in energy, bacauac Psull Principla constraints

Lncraaso ths wave function comploxlty By projaccing tho tlonta Carlo distribution

of d.functions on a totally antispmotric trial function, this problms vanishes “in

the mean”; unfortunately this trick does not control the varlancm, wh,reby th~

*noise” in tha ●nargy diatributlon can grow uncontrollably ●nd av~ntually will sw~mp

the signal aa one goes forward in time,

Recently, it has been found that In tha A-3 and b systems (onlf), the tnral l’;

symmatrlc ground statea lie hignor in ●nergy than tho ●ntisymmetrlc ones and honco

do not hlndar the convargenca. This unaxpacted result is simplo to unrlmrstand, lf

wa note thmt isospln i~ tho degree of E:eedom which adjusts itself tc~ accommn(lnt~
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the symmetry, because the angular momentum barrier selects the S-waves (and censor-
.

coupled D-waves) as the dominant partial waves. In the symmetric channels, the ‘s.
3

partial wave has T-O while S1 has T-1, and the dominant long-range OPEP becomes

repulsive. Other cornponencs of the force also be.-ome repulsive. At the present

/15] has been treated (central plus tC!nsOK fOrCe9,c~me only ~he Argonne V6 potential

but no gpin-orbit interaction or other angular-momentum dependence). Both the

triton and a-particle problems have been solved, the former agreeing with the

corresponding Faddeev calculations. Incorporation of the spin-orbit force is in

progress. Thi9 technique has the potential to become the ❑ethod of choice for

solving the few-nucleon bound-gtate problems.

One of the problems which has faced our field until fairly recently has been

the lack of benchmark calculations against which calculational procedures can be

comparad and checked. Thi9 situation has bean alleviated by a numbar of very

accurate Faddeev calculations for the tricon
/16-18/

he latter technique

#ll/; who developad tho methodorlginataa Ln che gmminal work of L. D, FaJdee

whamby scattering boundary conditiorm for three particles (as originally

tlgl) Ceuldbo proparlyimplumanted for local potentials by Malfliet and Tjon

implemented, It algo provides an excellent proccdurs for solving for the bound

states of three nucleons, although the asymptotic boundary conditions are not in

doubt in that casa (L,o. , che wavefunction must vaniah), Faddeav*a original

presentation and ❑ost of the subaequant bound atatm calc(’.lations were performed in
/13/, The Sandai groupmomantum spats /18/ works in ● ❑lxad ❑ommntum-configuration

gpaca rapreaentation, while tha Grenoble- (140ntrsal ‘*o/-Leningrad ‘21’) ●nd Los

Alamos.Iowa groupe/2/ we-k in configuration spaca, Tho lattar raprosantation

/21’22’ tha pp Coulomb interaction intoprovldaa ● natural way to incorporate ‘He and

‘He,

The Faddoav ❑athod is traditionally Lmplommtad in ● way which tak~a advantaga

of tho ●ngular momantum barriar for tho looaoly bound trinuclaona, Ths nuclaon-

nucleon (NN) forca is dacompos~d into ●n infinita numbar of (nonlocal, partial-

wavm) charm-la, each of which is nonvanishing only in ● specific NN partial wave

(chg., ‘so) , Thi~ forca is then trunc~tod to ● finite nwabar of channalrn for tl]e

lntsractlng pair (couplad CO the remaining spactator nucleon) ●nd tha Faddeev

●quatioll, complotcly oquivalant to ths Schr6dingor ●quatlon, is solvod “exactly” for

cho truncatad problom, Highar orbital partial wavoa ara suppraasad gaomotrLc~llly bv

rha angular ❑omantum barriar ●nd the proc~duro cmvargaa rapidly, TtM original

calcul*tlon/19j uacd S channels (all positiva.parity NN partial wavao with total

’17’ (Js2) ●nd rocantly to Mangular ❑omantwm Jsl), and has progross~d to 18

channaln’16’L8’ (Js4), Contributions/231 to th. Argonn./15/ V14 pot~ntial ●neruy

ara [.13.)63, -J9,082, .0,377, .0,101, .0,015, .0,0064, .0,0013, .0,0000, .(),000J~

floV forJ -O -8, vhllg a klnmcic anargy of 45,670 H.V Laads to ● cotal energy of .

7,618 HaV, fho point 1s that ono should not compara small-basis Faddaav

calculation- v(th othar tachniauas which automatlcallv afiauma all NN oartial w~v~q



WO-BoD’f AND ~REE-BoDy FORGES

Tricon calculations have been performed for a number of “realistic” NN
/15//24’ (RSC) [-7,36 MeV], the Argonneinteraction: Reid Soft Core V14 (AVM)

/25/ (c) [-7.53 MeV],[-7.68 MeV], Super Soft Core de Tourreil-Reuben-Sprung/26/ (B)
/28/ ~-8.33 Me;~~2~~j/27/ [-7,64 MeV] and Bonn[-7.57 MeV], Paris All are 3L-channel

re~ulc9/16,18/
and with the exception af the Bonn result ‘ are roughly 1 14eV

too low, See also Ref. 17 and 31.

The latter potential has 3 significance features which presumably play some role

in the increased binding. One feature of uncertain quantitative importance is the

fact that the configuration space version of the ❑ost recent Bonn potential, like

tt,eParis potential, has momentum-dependent components of the form (;2,V), where ~

is the relative two-body momentum. Such terms were neglected in almoet all of the

older semiphenomenological potentials, but they arise naturall ~32/ and are in fact

required by special relativity
/33/

The second feature is the weaker tensor force

/28/’(there are many such potentials with disparatein the various Bonr. potentials

forms and ages). It has been known for several decadeb that weakening the tensor

force increasea the triton binding ●nergy. The reason is that although the triton

binding is very sonaitive to the tensor force, the deuteron is even more so.

Consequently, the obvious requirement for any potential that the deuteron have the

correct binding energy leads, upon we%kening the tensor force, to a significa:tcly

enhanced central force, which La moro effaccive in tha triton than the deuteron and

thus increases the triton binding. Typical (but claarly unphysical) potential

models without a tensor force overbind the triton.

The third feature which is salisnt is tha face that the potentials which are

fitted solely to np scattering data are stronger than those fit ●lso to pp data,

I’ha ‘f-O paztial waves ●re determined aolaly by np data, but charge dependence of the

force makee T-1 partial wavoa differ for the np and pp (or nn) case~: thm s-wave
/32/ 1.scattering lengths prove this, Conaequentlv tha >0 potential for the AVlk and

Bonn potentials, having bsen fit to np data, ●rc strongsr thmn those fit to pp data,

Recsntly/36/ we showed that if the tiny isoquartet (T=3/2) component of ths

trinuclaon wavo function produced by this charge dependence has a negligible effect,

the appropriate T=l PIN force for use in the triton (assuming charge spsetry) is

givsn simply by (2Vpp/3 + Vnp/3). Qualitatively this results from the 3 NN pairs in

the triton being roughly 3/2 ‘f=O pairs and 3/2 T=l paira; thoro 1s on. nn or pp pair

(T-1), while ●ach of the np psirs has a 3/4 T*O (S=1) ●nd 1/4 T-1 (S-0? weighting,

Thus the force for the like particles (nn or pp) com~s in with twice the veight of

tha unllka particlas, Tha remount by which using V Lncromsos tha bindLng over the
np

“2/3-1/3 rule” givsn above 1s a model.dspandsnt quaction, but ~lmplt estimates

suggcat that each “third” of ● potantial changea the binding ●ncrgy by roughly 100

keV, Thus, using tho 2/1.1/3 rula could r~duce binding for np.flttod potentials hv

●s much as ,2 MaV ●nd incroass the binding for pp-fitted potential, by ,1 HeV.
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The quantitative reasoriwhy the recent Bonn potentials produce significantly

more binding is under investigation by several grol’.ps
/29-30/

One fundamental

question must ba borne in ❑ind: Are the features of the Bonn potential vhich

produce the additional bind~ng subject to simple experimental verification (i.e.,

comparison with data), or are they based largely upon theoretical prejudice?

If the triton is underbound by l/L-l MeV, what mechanisms could produce the

requisite additional binding? Attention has focused on relativistic corrections
/35/

/33/
and three-nucleon forces . These are not necessarily separate categories; it is

known that certain components of the most popular three-nucleon force ❑odels
/36,37/

/16/ that the relatively small bindingare of order (1/c2). XC is worth remembering

energy of the triton results from the cancellation of large potential and kinetic

energies (-50 MeV). Thus 1 MeV in additional binding is only 2 percent of the total

potential energy, and relativistic correctioils this large would not be unexpected.

What is a three-nucleon force? In any calculation we choose tc perform, ~t is

often convenient to “freeze out” certain degrees of freedom, Theea frozen degrees

of freedom (and sometimes other mechanisms) load to forces which depend oil the

simultaneous coordinates of three nucleons. A good ●X&lSph, ●nd one which has

merfted a major amount of attention, is the A-madlatcd forco
/38/ , which Professor

Sauer will discuss in greater detail. One nucleon can emit a w or p meson which

polarizes a second nucleon into a A: the latter (virtual) state decays and the

subsequent decay meson is absorbed by a third nucleon.

The met!lodology which has directed the dcvalopmmnt of the Tucson-Mslbourne /36/

(TM) and Brazilian/37/ models of this force is similar to that which led to the
/39/

Axilrod-Teller threa-atom force . Tha ●asiest ts calculace (and therefore

~ the ❑ost important) three-body forcae ●re the longaat-range ones, In

atoms t!lat force is che one caused by ❑ukual (viltual) dipols excitations of the

electron clouds (analogous to the van dcr Uaals mochaniam) , In nuclei it La the one

generated by exchange of tho lightest meson, tho pion, Fortunately for us this case

is greatly aided by poworful thaorams /361 which arisa from chiral eymmetry and

restricc tha long-ranga interaction (low.mom@ntum ragima) ~f tha pion with a

nucleon. Unfortunately, the short-range behavior is not similarly constrained, nor

is the contribution from chiral-symmat~y-braaking, Tba lattar problem can be

psrtlally rasolved by ●ppaaling to exparlmont (1,.,, phenomanology), The biggest

problem is the uncertain pion-nuclaton form factor,

Calculations by tho LAFG’16’ ●nd Tohoku
/18/

groups have shown that che TM,

Brazilian ●nd Urbana-Argonne ‘5’ (UA) forco modols prnduco roughly 1,5 HaV additional

anorgy for ● particular choica of tha w-N form factor, Unfortunately, the results

are extram,ly sensitive to tha ranga choaon for that form factor, Longer-range

choices can gencraca ❑uch less ●dditional binding (lass than ,25 !4QV); the convers~

1s also Lruo, Thera la no qu~stion that throa.body Eorcas axist ●nd play a roie in

tha triton. Tha amount of additional bkndlng, hovovar, t- problematical,



The Hajduk-Sauer ❑odel
/38/

has implicit three-nucleon forces, which arise

because they do not freeze out zhe A-degrees of freedom. Rather, they incorporate

A-components into the nuclear have function. The HS model leads co roughly .25 HeV

additional binding. Because the HS and TM models are very different, a detailed

comparison has not yet proven possible, Professor Sauer will discuss his model in

more detail.

~LEs

Although we have detailed che significant calculational progress which has been

made recently, we still have a serious problem resolving the origin of the remaining

binding energy in the triton. Different models lead ta different results, and this

situation will remain until potential models can be ruled out because they disagree

in a significant way with data. A further complication ia the lack of sufficient

high quality NN data which constrain the tensor force. For common potential models

this force generates more than half of the triton potential energy. This very

difficult experimental problem is now being attacked by a number of groups, and

significant progress can be expected in the next few yeara.

In view of this uncertainty, is there anything one can say about other

trinucleon obsenables, such as the rms (charge) radii, the Coulomb energy of ‘He,

and the s- and d-wave asymptotic normalization constants, the N-d scattering

lengths, and the electromagnetic form factora of the trinucleong. Fortunately, the
/U3/

answer is (a qual~fied) yes . Unless our understanding of the trinucleon binding

is in serious error, many of these obsemables depend primarily on the binding

energy, rather than on details of how che binding is obtained. This should noc be

too surprising, since the deuceron is a classic example of a weakly bound system,
/41/

many of whosa propertlaa depend on thi.eweak binding and on the nature of OPEP ,

che longest-range component of che NN force and a dominant element of the NN censor

force. Obviously all realistic force models contain OPEP. One immediate result is

that the triton D-stats probability should be 3/2 times the corresponding deuteron

/40/ and results from 3/2 T-O pairs in cheprobability, This relationship works well

triton,

If we plot the value of an observable varsus the triton bind~ng energy, EB, for

a variety of ❑odel calculation, the results in ❑any casce show a claer dependence

on E~ with llttla varianco or spread, Us can ●dopt the Language of electromagnetic

interactions (deep Lnelastic or quaaielastlc scattering) ●nd say that “scallng”

holds for these cases (i.e., chero ie only ● single ~ dependent variable),

The tracking of the n-d doublet scattering length with EB (the Phillipa”2’ llno)

’14/ line} ●re well known exampleq, RPL..IIISITand the a.particle bLndlng with EB (TJon

we have solved ❑any different two-body and two. plus three-body force mod~ls, WIIIIII

give a wide range of binding ●nerglea, wa car, use ti~ese solutions to lnvestl~;lt~t

scallng of obaervablrs, That la, we ●dopt tl?e philosophy that ●ll of thes~ modol~

arm unflmuhr-rllv Flmw-d I- A-F-I 1. h.,* “9.*-*..- ---h--i-- .-A ----”.1 c---------- . . t..



W force may constrain their predictions and give us cricical insight. Our many

calculations then will form a kind of “theoretical data set,”

A good example of this process is the rm~ charge radius. Schematic trinucleons

are depicted below in Figure 1. The protons are shaded. If all ~ forces were

identical we would have the equilateral configuration in (la). The rms charge

radius is the (mean) distance from the trinucleon center-of-mass (CM) to any one of

the protons. Because the pp or nn force is weaker than che np force, the like

particles actually lie further from the CM than the remaining unlike particle.

Qualitatively, the angle .9in Figure (lb) is greater than 60” and the equilateral

configuration (S-state) in (a) becomes isosceles in (b). The deviation of the

isosceles from the equilateral configuration is a ❑easure of the ❑ixed symmetry S’-

state . The geometry clearly indicates that the charge radius of ‘He is greater than

that of 9H. This is shown in Figure 2, a “scaling
<r2>l/2

versus EB for our theoretical data set. A

included in che ‘He calculations. The data from a

agreement with che simple fits.

plot” of the rms charge radius

point Coulomb interaction is

Sac~a{’3/ analysis are in good

(a)

Figure 1,

(cl

Schematic trinucleons with coordinates.
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Figure 2. Scaling plot of rms charge radii calculations with fits and data.
.

The qualitative behavior can be easily understood, The ❑ean-square radius is a

matrix element which heavily weigh~s the outer portion of the wavefunccion, which

1/2
schematically behaves as exp(-~r), with *-(EB) . Assuming that tb,eentire

2 l/2-E-l/2wavefunction has this fo~ and performing the quadrature leads to <r >
B“

The isoscalar combination of rms radii [(2<r2>Ha
72

+ cr2>H)/3]”’ , doee indeed vary in

this fashion, while the difference componanc, which is largely determined by the S’-

~tata, decreases mora nearly as E~l, The latter behavior can be tracad to the rapid

decreasa of the probability of the S’ -state, [P~,-E~2], as a function of binding,

Thfa trend has a larga spread and does not manifest scaling as clearly as the rms

radii.
/40/

Although not specifically included on our plot, the Bonn result/29/

falls on tha ‘H cuwe,

The waak pp Coulomb force produces two competing effects
/22/ on the ‘He charge

radlua. The Coulomb interaction lowers the binding anargy and this increasas the

radiua . In addition tha aaymptocic form of tha vavafunction is changed from a

Hanksl funccion (exponential) to ● Uhittakar function, which falla more rapidly ac

large separations, thus Lowaring the rms radiua. Those two effects are seen clearly

in Figure 3,

Tho Coulomb enargy of ‘He has long baen known to be smaller than the 764 keV

binding energy dlfferonce of ‘H, and ‘Hi The first quantitatlva demonstrat~on of

this was givan by Fabre da la Rlpalle
/44/ ,f&5/

and Fria: , who darivad a simple
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Figure 3. Scaling plot of ‘Ha rms charge radius calculations,

with and without a Coulomb interaction.

approximation to the Coulomb energy which allowed axperimantal electron scattering

data to be used to estimate chat energy. The simplest version of that formula can

be derived from Figure 1, The (point-nucleon) Coulomb pot~ntlal in Figure (la) is

a/x, where a is the fine structure constant. If the trinucleons are primarily in an

equilateral configuration, we can replace x by Jjr, which in effect replaces the

two-body correlation function by the charge density:

Ec = <a/- = (a//j)Jd3rpch(r)/r. This simple approximation can be extended to

inciude rixed-symatry wave function components and the proton’s charge

distribution. It callbe demonstrated
/22/

to work at the lt level by calculating

both sides of the relationship. If experimental data are used for Pch one finds Ec

- 638 f 10 keV. A scaling plot of Ec versus EB, taking account of the proton’s

charge distribution, is shown in Figure 4. It produces E= M 652 keV at EB - 8.48

HeV, The slightly larger number results from the inability of theoretical wave

functions to reproduce the inner port~on of pCh(r), which leads to a small Lncrease

in Ec, The additional 100 kaV which is needed is dua to othar direct and lndLrect

charge-symmetry-breaking mechanisms,

Another important set of obse~ables are the asymptotic normalization

constancs/2g’&6i, [f one stretchae the tricon until a deuteron is outside the force

range of the remaining neutron, the wave function bacomes proportional to an

exponential (-exp(-#y)), where y is the relativa coordinate of the two systems and 9
., .- . . . . . . ---- . -,
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Figure 4. Scp.ling plot of aHa Coulomb e:ergy.

proportionality constant is the asymptotic normalization. Because of the NN tensor

force, there are actually 2 constants, one for s-wave (CS) and one for d-wave (CD),

and their ratio, q - cD/c~. There has been considerable recent interest in these
/41/constants for the analogous deutezon problem . Because the wave number p

increases as triton binding increases, the asymptotic wave function becomes steeper

and probability decreaaec in the exterior region. It becomes easier for the

asymptotic wave function to match smoothly onto the interior portion if the

asymptotic normalization constanc increaeea as the binding increaaee. Each constant

(c~, CD and q) increases with energy, as illustrated by ~ in Figure 5, Both 3H and

3He (with a Coulomb interaction) are shown together with data.

The scattering of a nucleon from a deuteron at very low energies leads to two

scattering lengths: doublet (a2) and quartet (a4). The lattar is not very

interesting, being primarily sensitive to the deuteron binding energy. The former,

however, reflects the underlying dynamics of tha triton, but perhape in a trivial
way/4 7/

Figure 6 shows the results of n-d and p.d doublet scattering length

calculations at Los Alamos
/60/

for a variety of realistic and unrealistic two.hod:~

and rhree-body force models, plotted versus the corresponding 3H or ‘He binding

energy, The n-d case scales according to the “PhillLps line” and passes through “!le

datun, The p-d case doee not and is controversial becauae of the exlscence of
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extremely weak long-range polarization forcee (-1/r4 + .,.), which nevertheless

affecc che definition of the scattering length. Recentiy it has been shown chac a

proper treatment of these long-range forces, should produce a negligible change in

although some care needs to be exercised
/&9,50/

*2 ‘
There is still an unresolved

discrepancy between r.t.eresults of Refs, 48 and 51, and chose of Ref. 52.

Our final to?ic concerns the charge densities of ~he trinucleons, 3He and ‘H.

Our community has long awaited the ‘H experiments, recantly completed at Saclay
/41/

and Bates/’3/. Figure 7 depicts the poinz-nucleon /56/
‘He charge density calculated

for the RSC two-nucleon interaction and different three-body forces (TBF). None of

the results reproduce the “hole” in rhe quasi-experimental data, where che effect of

the nuc.eon’s charge form factor has been removed. Figure 8 shows the analogous 3H

calculation. The three-nucleon forces show a tendency to produce a hole in the

Lnterior of pch(r), but it is inadequate, The hole reflects tim failure of che

calculations to reproduce the value (and position) of the secondary ❑aximum in the

charge form factor. Figure 9 displays the 3H form factors for the same Cases,

/43/
cogecher wtth data . Avong the explanations proposed for thin discrepancy are

relativistic corrections and meson-exchange currents.

WIWllX

There has been ❑uch progress in our understanding

Faddeev calculations of high accuracy aro now possible

other

descr

level

obse~ables . This has led in somu caaoa to both

of ‘He ●nd 3H recently,

for binding energies and

quantitative and qualitative

ptions . Ve still have an incomplete knowledge of the triton binding ac the

of roughly 1 HeV,
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